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Introduction 
The ability of an economy to ensure full-employment is partly de- 

termined by its ability to provide sufficient production capacities (places 
of work). Some studies have shown that the lack of capacities plays 
an important role in explaining hysteresis in European unemployment 
(See e.g. Modigliani et al. [1987] and Sneessens and Drèze [1986]). More 
precisely, the relation between capital and labour utilisation in a large 
number of European economies can be characterised as follows: 

• Both capital and labour tend to remain under-utilised: the degree 
of capital utilisation (d) and the unemployment rate (u) remain 
at levels which are incompatible with full utilisation of resources 
without any tendency to converge to natural levels close to full 
utilisation. 

• In Chart 1 (from Drèze and Bean [1990]), the dynamics of the it, d 
pair between 1970 and 1991 shows a gradual rise in unemployment 
and a cyclical behaviour of d. There is a negative correlation 
between the two variables in the beginning of each business cycle 
and no correlation in the long run. Chart 1 suggests that the gap 
between labour supply and production capacities has widened. 

The major part of the literature concerned with equilibrium un- 
employment does not consider the role of capital accumulation. In this 

(*}I am most grateful to Torben Andersen, Christian Arnsperger, Raouf 
Boucekkine, Jean-Bernard Châtelain, Philippe Devillé, Jacques Drèze, Horst 
Entorf, Jean-François Fagnart, Marcel Lever, Omar Licandro, Franz Palm, 
Henri Sneessens, to the participants to the seminars in Antwerp (UFSIA) 
and Maastricht (RL), to the participants to the Winter Meeting of the Econo- 
metric Society (London, 1993), to the participants to the SPES project CT91- 
0079 and to the two referees for their comments. This text presents research 
results of the Belgian programme on Interuniversity Poles of Attraction ini- 
tiated by the Belgian State, Prime Minister's office. 
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Chart 1 
Unemployment rate (u) and degree of capital utilisation (d) in the EEC 

paper, we want to analyse the link between equilibrium unemployment 
and the equilibrium degree of capacity utilisation and study their joint 
dynamics. Stated from another point of view, we introduce underutilisa- 
tion of labour and capital in an investment model in the Tobin's q tradi- 
tion. Besides the standard phase diagram showing the relation between 
profitability (marginal q) and the capital stock (see e.g. Blanchard and 
Fisher [1989], p. 64) we introduce a diagram depicting the relation be- 
tween unemployment and investment. The effect of unexpected changes 
in the environment on the dynamic paths of unemployment and capac- 
ity utilisation will be studied with these diagrams and have real novelty 
value, as far as we know. 

A model proposed by Sneessens [1987] makes a first step towards 
this direction. It is based on a monopolistic competition framework 
where firms face uncertainty with a Leontief technology. Uncertainty 
and technological uncertainty imply that, even in the long run, capital 
is under-utilised. In Sneessens' model, investment takes place through 
entry of new firms as long as profits are positive. We try to extend this 
approach by giving better foundations to the dynamics of the system 
by considering an infinite horizon problem. We also introduce a simple 
type of wage formation through the introduction of a bargaining set- 
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up at the firm level^ We use an efficient bargaining framework where 
firms and unions bargain over wages and expected employment; similar 
problems have been shown to be time-consistent if the discount factor is 
high enough (Espinoza and Rhee [1989] and Strand [1989]) and presents 
the best solution for both players. 

With respect to previous work in bargaining models with endoge- 
nous investment (Grout [1984], Anderson and Devereux [1988] and 
Manning [1994]), our framework is closer to the usual models of invest- 
ment (infinite horizon), thus allowing us to analyse the effect of unions 
on the relationship between average and marginal Tobin's q. With re- 
spect to the scarce literature on dynamic bargaining with adjustment 
cost (Card [1986] and Lockwood and Manning [1989]) we endogenise the 
capital stock. The outcome of the model will be a joint determination of 
the equilibrium (steady-state) degree of utilisation of capital and unem- 
ployment rate and a dynamic pattern for these two variables. Moreover, 
our model gives some insights into the foundations of unemployment. 

The limitations of this paper are numerous; in this sense, it can be 
considered as a preliminary attempt to build a (dynamic) non-Walrasian 
general equilibrium model explaining the persistence of unemployment. 
These limitations are the following: the household maximisation prob- 
lem is not treated; the utility of the union is not derived from household 
utility; the discount rate is exogenous; technology is Leontief (no substi- 
tutability of production factors); Investment as a component of aggre- 
gate demand is not treated; The labour market is strongly segmented. 

The structure of the paper is the following: The main assumptions 
are presented in section 1. Section 2 discusses wage and price formation 
as well as the determination of short-run unemployment {i.e., at given 
capital stock). Section 3 studies the investment decision and its link with 
union power. The steady state is analysed in section 4. The dynamics 
of the system is described in section 5 as well as the responses of the 
model in the face of permanent unexpected shocks. 

1 Assumptions 
1.1 Households and Union 

The utility function of the representative household is defined over 
a basket of imperfectly substitutable goods. The elasticity of substitu- 
tion between the different goods, ε , is assumed constant and larger than 
one. From the utility function of the representative household we derive 

(1) Wage bargaining in a Sneessens type of model with exogenous capital stock 
is analysed in Arnsperger and de la Croix [1993] and de la Croix [1993]. 
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demand functions for goods: The demand for each good at time t, yf , 
is a share of total real demand CtjPt depending upon the ratio of the 
good's price pt to the general price index Pt and upon a good-specific 
random shock μ* : 

*-(ηΓ§"·· £>l (i) 
Ct depends on various elements (income, wealth, interest rate, spill-over 
etc.) which are exogenous at the firm level. It gives a nominal anchorage 
to the model and makes aggregate demand a negative function of ag- 
gregate price. The labour supply is firm-specific and each firm-specific 
union is composed of the If households which supply their work force 
to the representative firm. The union's utility function is defined over 
employment lt and over the difference between the real wage wt/Pt and 
the disutility of work ut : 

Ut=lt I^-^y, i/<1. (2) 

The parameter ν can be interpreted as a relative preference for wages 
with respect to employment. It measures the concavity of the utility 
function with respect to income; when we allow for uncertainty, some- 
thing we shall do later, 1 -v is also the coefficient of relative risk aversion 
of the workers, with ν = 1 implying risk neutrality. 

1.2 Firms 

The representative firm has a Leontief production function(2) 
which combines labour lt and capital kt in a given proportion (which 
may however vary exogenously over time through technical progress). 
Assuming that labour supply If is firm-specific and exogenous (3) (as long 
as the wage is larger than the disutility of work), the full-employment 
output yf is: 

yt = otite (3) 

where at is the exogenous technical coefficient associated with labour in 
the production function and r't is a firm-specific random shock affecting 
labour availability (e.g. modelling absenteeism etc.). 

(2) A generalisation of the model to a putty-clay production function is proposed 
in de la Croix and Fagnart [1995]. The resolution of the equilibrium trajec- 
tories requires in that case the use of numerical simulations. 

(3) But not necessarily constant through time. 
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Assuming a one period time-to-build (i.e. investment only becomes 
productive after one period), the full-capacity output y' is: 

y' = bth^Xt (4) 

where bt is the technical coefficient associated with capital and where 
Xt is a firm-specific random shock on capital availability (e.g. reflecting 
technical breakdowns etc.). The capital stock at s is equal to the previous 
capital stock fc*_i times (1 + it) where it is the investment rate. For 
simplicity, we assume a zero depreciation rate: 

fct=*t_i(l + it). (5) 

The cost of investment Ptkt-i^{it) includes installation costs 

where *(it) is the installation function with V'(it) > 0, */;(it) > 0, 
Φ(0) = 0 and Φ'(0) = 1. Real profits Vt are: 

T/ PtVt - wtlt - Pty(it)kt-i ,Λν (6) T/ Vt =  -  ,Λν (6) 

We assume that the price level has to be announced by the firm before 
it knows the current realisation of the random shocks ßt^u't and 
given its technical rigidities (Leontief production function, fixed labour 
supply). The timing of the decisions is described by Chart 2. 

Decision about Shocks ηΓ λ/ yt = min ( ) 

w^andJt, and^occur Zi"Ve/ 

Chart 2: Timing of the Firms' decisions on price level 

After the realisation of the shocks, the firm can be constrained either by 
labour availability, capital availability or demand. In this case, output 
is the minimum of the three constraints: 

yt = min (yf,yt,y?), (7) 

and the employment level which is decided after the realisation of the 
shock is simply: 

k^yt/at- (8) 
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Furthermore, if the shocks ηι,Χι,μι are i.i.d.(4) and lognormally dis- 
tributed with a variance-covariance matrix with identical variances and 
identical covariances, the conditional expectation of output taken at time 
s before the realisation of the shocks can be written as a CES function 
of the three expected constraints (Lambert's [1988] theorem adapted by 
Sneessens (1983) to a three-constraint case): 

Es(yt) = [Es(yt)-r + Es{yst)^ + Es(y?)-"}~l/p ρ > 0 (9) 

where ρ is a function of the variances and covariances of 77*, 't, μ* . The 
higher p, the lower is the loss of production due to heterogeneous situ- 
ations: Intuitively, if the variance of the shocks is higher, the allocation 
of excess supply and demand across markets is more heterogeneous and 
the resulting aggregate loss of production due to the impossibility of 
transferring the disequilibrium from one market to another is higher. 
Note that these shocks have no dynamic implications by themselves 
since they are time-uncorrelated. However, the magnitude of their vari- 
ance will turn to have an effect on the dynamics of the model through 
the parameter p. 

The interest of this formulation is twofold; first, the elasticities of 
expected output to each expected constraint (which are also equal to the 
probability of facing that constraint) have a simple formulation: 

ve,m.e,w = ρΓ^=*)=πΜΙ(Ι)Γ (l0) 
%.(*).*.«) = pr^p = yt> = π* = [fltir (ll) 
TIB.M.B.K) = Pr(^ = ») = «i = l - < - < = [f{§]] 

' · <12) 

Secondly, if the number of firms is sufficiently large, aggregation gives 
interesting properties, to which we now turn. 

1.3 Aggregation 
If the number of firms is large, aggregate output (resp. employ- 

ment) is equal to each firm's expected output (resp. employment) times 
the number of firms. In that case, the ex post proportions of firms in 

(4)If the shocks exhibit time dependence, each individual firm's output would 
depend on the firm's history, and the aggregation problem would become 
untractable. 
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each regime are equal to the above ex ante elasticities and can be re- 
lated to two business cycle indicators, namely the unemployment rate, 
ut - 1 - lt/ll and the degree of capacity utilisation dt = yt/yf'- 

dt = {πΡ)ι/ρ (13) 
ut = 1-{π')ιΙρ. (14) 

1.4 Efficient bargaining 
Each union-firm couple sign a contract on wages and expected 

employment. This agreement amounts to determine actual values for 
prices, wages and investment and contingent plans for those variables 
in the future. This decision is taken before the realisation of the shocks, 
whereas output and employment are decided by the firm after the 
realisation. This explains why output and employment are expressed 
in expected terms at the time of bargaining. In this set-up, bargaining 
directly over prices and investment amounts to bargain over an expected 
level of employment. 

The mechanism through which such a cooperative outcome could 
emerge is detailed in Eberwein and Kollintzas [1995]. Their argument 
applied to our framework is the following: At the cooperative solution, 
the union sets a wage along the contract curve. It does so, however, ex- 
pecting the firm to cooperate and set its price and investment compatible 
with the expected employment level along the contract curve. If the firm 
cooperates by setting a low enough price and a high enough investment, 
the union continues to cooperate in the future. If the firm does not 
cooperate, the union starts a punishment strategy by moving towards 
the non-cooperative equilibrium as in Espinosa and Rhee [1989]. If the 
agents give enough weight to the future {i.e. if their discount factor is 
high enough) it is optimal for them to cooperate. In the sequel, we as- 
sume θ to be high enough, preventing the firm to renege on the efficient 
bargaining agreement. 

Given the imposed timing of the decisions, a cooperative agreement 
on pt , wt and kt is the best solution for the agents. This decision timing 
(prices - shocks - quantities) is consistent with the fact that a large 
number of firms do report demand shortages in business surveys. The 
objective function is the weighted sum of all future utilities and profits: 

oo oo 

max Y Es{Ut) θ'-3 + λΥ Es{Vt) θ*'* {*.>£„. {p.m.. 
max 

{««m. έί έί 

suchthat(l)-(9). 
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with oo > λ > 0. The parameter λ which weights the agents' objective 
function is called "firm power"; it represents relative power: If λ > 1 the 
firm has more power than the union(5) . θ is equal to 1/(1 + r) where 
r is the union's time-preference parameter and the firm's discount rate. 
Allowing r to differ across agents would not change the nature of our 
results. Note that there is a lower bound on λ in order to guarantee non- 
negative profits at the steady state; from the computation of the steady 
state value of V (see further), this condition writes: λ ̂  (α - ω)ν~ι . 

Note finally that, in the absence of unexpected changes in the 
exogenous variables, it is equivalent to negotiate at each point in time 
or to determine once for all the complete path of these variables. 

2 Wage and price formation and unemployment 
The first-order conditions of the maximisation programme deter- 

mine wage, price and investment. In this section, we focus on the two 
first components, which are closely related to the short run equilibrium 
unemployment (at given capital stock). This equilibrium unemploy- 
ment rate makes compatible the claims of the union (wage claims) and 
the claims of the firm (price claims). At this rate, wage and price are 
constant. 

The first-order conditions for wage and price lead to (see Ap- 
pendix B): 

- {r + uJt)Pt 

enf ïwt Pt 1 fwtV] 
(15) 

Pt ~ επί -1 [at Xat v'Pt) J 
where τ = λ1/(ι/~ χ) . Moving to the aggregate level, we use the properties 
of a symmetric Nash equilibrium: all firms are the same before the 
realisation of the shocks; they will therefore fix the same wage and the 
same price. Consequently, pt = Pt. Using this, we may rewrite (15) as: 

Í Hi = T + LJ 

r m- (16) 

Real wages are equal to the disutility of work plus a positive term 
negatively related to firm power. This result is comparable to the usual 

(5) Assuming that the utility of the union and of the firm can be compared 
interpersonally. 
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result of bargaining models where the wage is a mark-up over the fall- 
back position of the union or over its "outside wage" {e.g. Holmlund 
[1989]). However, it is clear that wage formation is given a very limited 
role in the model. An interesting extension should be to endogenise ut . 

Prices are a mark-up over marginal labour cost. The mark-up rate 
increases with product differentiation and with firm power. It decreases 
with the endogenous probability of facing a demand constraint and with 
workers' risk aversion. 

Product differentiation appears in the mark-up rate because of the 
monopolistic competition nature of the goods market. As in Sneessens 
[1987], the probability of a demand constraint reflects the fact that 
the firm can be quantity rationed. The two other elements reflect the 
efficient nature of the bargain: If the power of the firm is reduced or if 
workers are more risk averse, the union will negotiate a lower mark-up 
rate in order to increase expected employment. This is consistent with 
Dowrick [1989] and Arnsperger and de la Croix [1990]. 

System (16) can now be solved for 7if : 

^.If. 1 ε I 
+ ifl-,).«·]-1. at'v J at' (17) 1 ε I at'v J at' 

This 7if is the only ex post proportion of firms constrained by demand 
( = ex ante probability of a demand constraint) which makes compatible 
the claims of the unions and the mark-up requirement of the firms. It is 
determined by the value of the parameters and by exogenous variables. 
An interesting feature of our model is to derive this proportion as a 
function of a set of well-identified parameters: The proportion of firms 
constrained by demand is positively related to product differentiation, 
to the ratio between the disutility of work and labour productivity, and 
to firm power. It is negatively related to workers' risk aversion. In other 
words, the parameters which are at the root of imperfect competition 
models are the main determinants of nf , because 7if depends only 
on price and wage formation. Using (9), (13) and (14) we derive the 
short run equilibrium unemployment and the corresponding degree of 
utilisation of capital: 

ι ( i-*,d V1/P) 

1 « - (αγ 
where gt denotes the "capital gap" gt = l-bt kt-i/at lst , i.e. the shortage 
of production capacities relatively to the capacities needed to obtain full- 
employment. Due to the one period time-to-build assumption, ut and dt 
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are conditional on the capital stock of the previous period. An important 
property of this system is the following: 

Property 1. At given capital stock, any shock affecting the proportion of 
demand-constrained firms affects unemployment and d in opposite direc- 
tions. 

This property is straightforward in the presence of fixed coefficients 
in the production function. It implies that we should observe, in the 
short run, a negative correlation between ut and dt when the shock 
comes from (17). Two other properties of (17H18) are worth noting: 

Property 2. if the goods tend to be perfectly substitutable (ε -> ooj, the 
proportion of firms constrained by demand tends to zero. 

In that case, unemployment related to ?if is zero. Clearly, in 
our model, the existence of unemployment due to the possibility of a 
demand constraint is related to goods differentiation. In its absence, 
firms no longer have any market power on the good market and cannot 
be constrained by demand. 

Property 3. In the absence of uncertainty, ρ tends to infinity and unem- 
ployment tends to zero. 

If there is no uncertainty, the production function exhibits constant 
returns to scale and constant marginal productivities. For this reason, 
it is always optimal to choose a full-employment level for prices and 
wages. 

3 Investment and union power 
The first-order condition for investment leads to (see Appendix C): 

ks*f(is) = Σ f^.(^) + 7rfEe(Vt) + (7rf-l)fct_1«(it)]flf-e. (19) 

This equation says that investment will be such that the marginal cost 
of capital is equal to its marginal value. This marginal value is itself 
equal to the firm's marginal value 

oo 

Σ WEs(Vt) + (π? - Vht-MitW- 
t=s+l 
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plus the marginal value of capital for the union 

t=e+l 

weighted by Ι/λ. The firm's marginal value can be rewritten as 
oo 

Σ [π? jft(l - xot/at/pt) - *t_,*(it)] «*-. 
t = S+l 

This is the gain of increasing the stock of capital (the presence of π£ 
reflects the fact that the elasticity of output to capital is lower than one) 
minus the cost of investment. The implications of this condition for the 
relation between marginal q and average q can be drawn easily by using 
the following definitions: 

Definition 1. Let Qs be the average value of capital for the union: 

Σ E,(U,)0- 

e-WÎ(i + ,) 
■ (20) 

Capital has a value for the union because it allows to employ 
workers and to pay wages. 

Definition 2. Let Qs be the private average value of capital: 

£ E,(v,)e- 
Q- = '"Ml+r) 

· (21) 

Qs is the usual "average q" of Hayashi [1982]. 

Definition 3. Let Qs be the social average q : 

Qs=Qs/* + Qs. 

Qs is the social average value of capital as evaluated by the bar- 
gaining function. 

Definition 4. Let πξ be the "mean capital output elasticity" from the 
union's point of view. 

„. ± ( w-" W m 
t=s+i ' 

J2 EsiUvW1'-*' 
t'=s+l 
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7if is the weighted sum of all future elasticities of output with 
respect to capital. The weights are a function of all future expected 
union utilities. 

Definition 5. Let π£ be the "mean capital output elasticity'1 from the 
firm 's point of view. 

κ- I ( f-W)*'-' W m 
t'=s+l 

πξ is the weighted sum of all future elasticities of output with 
respect to capital. The weights are a function of all future expected 
profits, πξ and πξ are two different weighted averages of all future 
elasticities of production with respect to capital. In both cases, the sum 
of the weights is equal to 1. Using these definitions, and denoting the 
marginal value of capital qs , we may rewrite (19) as: 

Φ'(<.) =Qs = UïQs Λ 
+ ÄJQ. 4Σ ** Κ*? - 1)**-ιΦ(<*)] **"'· (24) Λ ** t=s+l 

The following property follows: 

Property 4. Marginal q and social average q are equal only if the firm and 
the union expect to fully employ the capacities during all future periods. 
Otherwise, marginal q is smaller than social average q . 

If the firm and the union expect to fully employ the capacities 
during all future periods, the elasticity of production to capital is always 
1, the two "mean capital output elasticities" are also 1 in all periods 
(π£ = 1 , π£ = 1 and π£ = 1 for all s). This implies qs = Qs . 

Note that, in our model, monopolistic competition is not sufficient to 
imply a gap between marginal and average q (contrary to Schiantarelli 
and Georgoutsos [1990] who introduce monopolistic competition in a 
more standard model with a putty-putty technology) because, in the 
absence of uncertainty, marginal productivities are constant. 

Property 5. Marginal q and private average q differ in general because 
firms expect to underutilise their future capacities and because unions 
attach a value to capital. 

The first element, which comes from uncertainty, tends to make 
marginal q smaller than average q , implying a lower level of investment 
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than in the deterministic case. The second element, which comes from 
the efficient bargaining framework, tends to make marginal q larger 
than average q, implying a tendency to over invest in order to increase 
employment and therefore union utility. 

4 The steady state 

The steady state is characterised by the absence of net investment 
(it = 0 Vs) implying that marginal q is equal to 1 (q = Φ'(0) = 1). 
To compute the steady state we use the properties of the installation 
function: Ψ(0) = 0 and Ψ'(0) = 1. Using 

oo 

8=t + l 

the value of the agents' objective functions at steady state are (see 
Appendix E): 

I 'u - i- av I av (25) 
V ' a a) 

This shows that both the utility of the union and the profit of the firm 
are linear in output. Let us now define W as the value of the bargaining 
function per unit of output divided by λ : 

ΛΑ, 1 U V 
Ay y 

Using (25), W can be rewritten: 

>ν = -(--Λ + 1--· (26) a 'is ) a 

The definition of W will be very useful in the following results. A first 
result comes from combining investment and wage equations at steady 
state, which leads to the determination of an equilibrium level for πρ : 

/ r 'p/(p+1) 
*Ρ=(ϊνν) 

/ r 'p/(p+1) ■ (27) 

For large value of ρ we have npbW « r . Remembering that πρ is also 
the elasticity of output to capital, the model implies that: 
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Property 6. At steady state, the gross social marginal productivity of 
capital is equal to the discount rate. 

This equation is to be compared with the standard result of growth 
theory, keeping in mind that we provide only partial equilibrium results. 
According to the modified golden rule, the marginal productivity of 
capital is equal to the growth rate of population plus the discount rate. 
Our equation differs from this result in two respects: (1) The marginal 
product of capital is multiplied by the elasticity of output to capacity 
πρ , which is smaller than 1 . (2) Marginal productivity is replaced by a 
"social marginal productivity" 6W. 

As in the short run, the combination of price and wage equations 
leads to the determination of an equilibrium level for πά : 

-d'à- (28> 
Using the definitions of d and u , (27) and (28) lead to the determination 
of the unemployment rate and the degree of utilisation of capital at 
steady state: 

, r x(l/(p+l» = {m) 
, r x(l/(p+l» 

(29) 

This leads to: 

Property 7. At steady state, d can be smaller than 1 and u larger than 0 . 

Moreover, unemployment at steady state results from the interac- 
tion of four elements: 

• r/b: this first element is linked with πρ and refers to unemploy- 
ment due to the eventuality of a capacity constraint. It is positively 
affected by the discount rate and negatively affected by capital pro- 
ductivity. 

• 1/ε : this second element is linked with πά and refers to unemploy- 
ment due to the eventuality of a demand constraint. This unem- 
ployment is related to the nature of the goods market: it increases 
with product differentiation. It cannot be cured by Keynesian pol- 
icy since aggregate demand has no real effect in our model. 

• 1/W: this third element is linked with both πρ and nd . This 
1/W is determined by the parameters of the bargaining process 
(workers* risk aversion, firm power and disutility of work). It 
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influences both types of unemployment through income and profit 
formation. For instance, an increase in workers' risk aversion will 
decrease the labour share in value-added, leading to an increase in 
productive capacities (drop in unemployment due to the eventuality 
of a capacity constraint), and to a decrease in the mark-up rate, 
inducing a rise in demand (drop in unemployment due to the 
eventuality of a demand constraint). 

• 1/p: this last element is linked with structural unemployment. If 
the allocation of demand and supply shocks among markets is less 
"equal" and ρ decreases. The loss of production due to the fact that 
workers in low production firms cannot move to high production 
firms is thus more important. 

Using the properties of (9), (10), (11) and (12), the levels of output 
and capital can be expressed as functions of u and d. 

= (l-u)als 

k - 
~d~~bl 

■ 

This implies that the source of growth in the steady state is the (deter- 
ministic) growth of population and productivities. 

Note on Union Power and the Level of Capital 
Note that a rise in firm power always leads to increases in u and d 

and to decreases in output and capital. In general, one can identify the 
two reasons for which unions have a positive impact on investment: 

• Due to the restrictive technology under consideration, an increase 
in the capital stock always increases employment so that capital 
has a positive value for the union. 

• The union bargain also over investment (efficient bargaining). 
This can be compared to the cases in which unions do not bargain over 
investment: In partial equilibrium analysis, if the union is a simple 
monopoly union and if the firm commits itself to a capital decision before 
the wage decision (see Anderson and Devereux [1988] or the non-binding 
contract case in Grout [1984]), capital decreases with union power. 
Because an increase in capital motivates the union to ask for a higher 
wage to capture a part of the new rent, union power is a component of 
the cost of capital. In general equilibrium analysis (see the overlapping 
generation model of Devereux and Lockwood [1991]), a rise in union 
power increases the income of the workers (young generation), leading 
to a rise in savings and a drop in the interest rate. This goes in the 
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opposite direction from the partial-equilibrium effect, so that the total 
effect of a rise in union power on capital in undetermined. 

Note on The Perfect Competition Case 

An interesting benchmark is the competitive equilibrium corre- 
sponding to our economy. If we have perfect competition on the labour 
market ( λ - > oo ), the real wage will fall until it reaches the level of the 
disutility of work; in that case, the unemployed workers are not worse 
off than the employed workers. If we have perfect competition on the 
goods market (ε - > oo), the firms produce the same good and the price 
will always adjust in order to ensure that demand is equal to supply. 
The firm will never be constrained by demand (π** = 0) and expected 
output will be a CES function of potential output and full-employment 
output. The firm has only to decide about investment; this leads to: 

/ r 'p/(p+i) 
πΡ = 

'b(l-u/a)J 

which gives the following d and u : 

/ r 'i/(p+i) 
d = 

{ 0(1 -ω/α) 
r 

) 
( ( r yl^Y1" u = 

'-['-{W^jãj) 
( r 

) 
■ 

Comparing this with (29), we see that the value of d in the perfect 
competition case is larger than the one in the general model. The value of 
u is lower or larger than in the general model (the effect is indeterminate 
since perfect competition in the goods market decreases unemployment 
but perfect competition in the labour market increases unemployment 
with respect to the efficient bargaining outcome). Of course, all the 
unemployed workers are no worse off than the employed workers, so 
that unemployment is voluntary. 

5 The dynamics of ut and dt 

The dynamics of the system is described by a two-equation system 
containing one forward-looking variable (q) and one backward variable 
(k or d) (see Appendix F). The first equation comes from the capital 
accumulation rule (5) expressed in d terms; the second one comes from 
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the Euler equation associated with investment and used to obtain (19). 

(Adt = -M*-dT) (31) 
' Aqt = (r-iJqt^-d^Wtbt + ViU). 

This system is comparable to the one we obtain in standard investment 
theory (See Blanchard and Fisher [1989]). Note that the investment 
rate it in (31) depends on q through *'(it) = qt. Using (31) we draw 
the corresponding phase diagram (Figure 1). The horizontal Ad = 0 
locus is given by the first equation of (31) and implies i = 0 at steady 
state, which determines a constant value for q = Ψ'(0) = 1 . The slope of 
the Aq = 0 locus is obtained by differencing the right-hand side of the 
second equation. 

L7|r 
■ ι 

I LE 
I 

 |  ^ 
0 d 1 d, 

Figure 1: The phase diagram 

91 
t Δ, = 0 

1 L·*/ ir=o 

 I I  ^ 

Htk I | 
(l< 

I LE 

0 d 1 di 

Figure 2: Increase in r 

The local stability of the system is analysed by linearising around 
the equilibrium and by computing the roots of the characteristic equa- 
tion. The detailed results are given in Appendix F. A first root is smaller 
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than I and larger than -1 for certain value of the parameters (if ρ is not 
too large). The second root is larger than 1 . There is therefore a unique, 
negatively sloped path converging to the steady state: If marginal q 
exceeds 1, firms invest so that d decreases. Under rational expecta- 
tions the economy is always located on the saddle path. Considering 
the evaluation of the eigenvalues, let us stress the importance of the 
uncertainty parameter ρ in determining the speed of adjustment of the 
model: A higher variance of the shocks (a lower p) reduces the speed of 
adjustment of the economy. 

In order to obtain a joint determination of d and u , we put a second 
graph on the bottom of the phase diagram. On this graph, we draw two 
relations between d and u which have to be satisfied at all times. The 
positively sloped relation uses (12), (13) and (14) and the value of nf 
resulting from (17): 

1-άζ-(1-ΐΗ)ρ = *ί = -^· (32) 

This condition says that the wage and price equations which determine 
nd imply a positive relation between u and d. The position of this 
relation in the u, d space is a function of ε and of the parameters λ , ν and 
a embedded in W . At steady state, this relation gives the unemployment 
rate compatible with the d of the above figure. 

The negatively sloped relation, called LE, is obtained by using the 
properties of the Leontief technology; it is not necessary to compute the 
steady state u but will be useful in analysing the dynamic effect of some 
shocks: 

btkt-i . λ ut = 1 - dt - - · (33) 
. λ 

at*>t 

Note that this relation is conditional on the lagged capital stock so that 
it shifts as long as the system is not at steady state. 

We now analyse the effect of some unexpected changes in exoge- 
nous parameters on the {w, d} dynamics. We consider in turn changes 
affecting r, ε and {at,bt}. It is important to realise that unions and 
firms operate in a stationary world (the idiosyncratic shocks driving the 
model are assumed to be i.i.d.). The conclusions would change if some 
persistence in the shocks would be allowed for. 

Let us first consider a negative supply shock through an unexpected 
increase in the discount rate r (Figure 2). At the moment of the shock, 
the curves of the bottom chart are not affected (neither technology nor 
πά depend on r). However, the dynamic equation which results from 
the investment decision is affected: It moves to the right, implying that 
for the same cf, q is smaller than one; the increase in the discount rate 
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reduces the marginal profitability of investment. The union-firm pair 
begins to reduce the stock of capital, d progressively increases along the 
new convergence path. The decrease in the capital stock pushes the LE 
curve eastward: the number of persons that the firm can employ at given 
d is reduced so that unemployment increases. In this case, we observe 
a progressive rise in unemployment and in d due to the reduction in the 
capital stock. Thus, 

Property 8. An unexpected increase in the discount rate generates mono- 
tonic rises in both u and d. 

ι  ^ I  ι ι  ^ 
ηΛ I | 

 
dl 
^ 

tief 

 
Γ'Γ | 

 
^ ̂
 

I LE I LE 
I I 

 I  ^ |  ι  ^ 
0 d I dt 0 d ' dt 

Figure 3: Increase in 1/ε Figure 4: Decrease in at and bt 

Let us now consider an unexpected negative demand shock through 
a decrease in ε (6) . The goods market becomes less competitive (Figure 

(6) This demand shock has nothing to do with an increase in aggregate con- 
sumption. In our model, aggregate demand shocks which do not modify the 
elasticity of demand with respect to prices are neutral. 
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3). The reasons of a change in ε could be found in Rotemberg and 
Woodford [1993], although these interpretations are beyond the frame- 
work of this model. The immediate effect of such a shock is to shift 
the nd = l/(eW) curve to the North-West: Given the new structure of 
the goods market, the price and wage rules require that to the same 
level of d correspond a higher level of u. The effect of this shift is to 
increase unemployment and to decrease d. At this time, as shown by 
the phase diagram, marginal q has fallen below 1 (note that the curves 
Aq = 0 and Ad = 0 are not affected by ε). The union-firm pair gradu- 
ally decreases the capital stock to bring d back to its initial level. On 
the bottom chart, the LE curve moves eastward until the steady state is 
reached. At this point, u is higher and d is unchanged. The proportion 
of firms constrained by demand has increased while the proportion of 
firms constrained by capacities has first decreased and then reverted to 
its initial level. Thus, 

Property 9. An unexpected decrease in price-elasticity of demand gen- 
erates in a first period a rise in u and a drop in d. It generates in the 
following periods monotonie rises in u and d . Once the steady state has 
been reached, d has reverted to its initial level. 

The last shock we consider is a negative productivity shock affecting 
both at and bt . This could be interpreted as an oil shock if energy is a 
complementary factor to capital and labour in the production function. 
In this case, our shock models a drop in the "productivity" of added 
value. The shock in presented in Figure 4. We observe a shift of the 
πά = l/(eW) curve to the North-West (if ω > τ('/ν - 1)). Moreover, 
the dynamic equation Aq = 0 is affected: At given d, the marginal 
profitability of investment is reduced. After one period we observe an 
increase in unemployment and a decrease in d. Then, following the 
new convergence path to the steady state, investment is reduced so 
that q increases progressively up to 1. On the bottom chart, the LE 
curve moves eastward until the steady state is reached. This steady 
state implies a higher value for d: Contrary to the previous case, the 
proportion of firms constrained by capacities is increased, because the 
drop in productivity lowers profits and investment. In this simulation, u 
and d are negatively correlated in the short run and positively correlated 
in the long run. 

Property 10. An unexpected decrease in productivity generates in a first 

period a rise in u and a drop in d . It generates in the following periods 
monotonie rises in u and d. At the new steady state, d is above its initial 
level 
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6 Conclusion 

Building on previous work in investment theory and in quantity 
rationing models we have provided a dynamic model with endogenous 
wages, prices and investment. Its main characteristics are the following. 
Due to technical rigidities and uncertainty, both capital and labour are 
under-utilised at steady state. Marginal Tobin's q differs from average q 
because firms expect to under-utilise their capacities and because unions 
attach a certain value to capital. At steady state, the gross "social" 
marginal productivity of capital is equal to the discount rate. 

At steady state, unemployment results from the interaction of four 
elements: The first element refers to the unemployment due to the 
eventuality of a capacity constraint. It is positively affected by the 
discount rate and negatively affected by capital productivity. The second 
element refers to the unemployment due to the eventuality of a demand 
constraint. This unemployment is related with the nature of the goods 
market: it increases with product differentiation. The third element 
is linked with the parameters of the bargaining process (workers' risk 
aversion, firm power and disutility of work). It influences both types of 
unemployment through income and profit formation. The last element 
is linked with structural unemployment. If the allocation of demand 
and supply shocks among markets is less "equal", the loss of production 
due to the fact that workers in low production firms cannot move to high 
production firms is more important. 

From the dynamic point of view, we are mainly interested in ex- 
plaining the joint evolution of unemployment rate and capacity utili- 
sation rate: We find very different results depending upon the type of 
shock. An unexpected increase in the discount rate generates monotonie 
rises in both u and d. An unexpected decrease in goods substitutability 
generates in a first period a rise in u and a drop in d. It generates in the 
following periods monotonie rises in u and d. At the new steady state, d 
has reverted to its initial level. An unexpected decrease in productivity 
generates in a first period a rise in u and a drop in d. It generates in 
the following periods a rise in u and a rise in d which pushes d above 
its initial level. In general, d and u are negatively correlated right after 
the shock. Some time after, they are either positively correlated or not 
correlated at all. The relevance of the three shocks we have explored 
should be investigated further by the mean of an econometric and/or 
simulation-based study^7) . 

Some improvements of the model would be necessary to make it 
more general. A generalisation to a less restrictive technology would be 

(7) A first step in this direction is in de la Croix and Lubrano [1995]. 
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welcome. More importantly, it should be useful to overcome the partial 
equilibrium spirit of the model. This would allow to introduce in the 
analysis three important mechanisms: the demand spillovers (if a firm 
faces a capacity constraint, what appends to its rationed customers? Do 
they switch to other firms which produce close substitutes? What is 
the effect on overall employment?), the savings and interest rate deter- 
mination and, more importantly perhaps, the endogenous treatment of 
outside opportunities (see Layard and Nickell [1990]). 

APPENDIX A 
The maximisation problem 

The maximisation problem is: 

oo oo 

max Y,Et(Ut)0t- + 'TEa(Vt)et- 
{«=.}£.. {Ρ.ΪΓ... 

max 
{».}£. £ί tl 

s.t. 

*<*> - ̂ èOH" 
E,{V,) = SWp,-«)-^,)^, "t V at ) "t V at ) 

kt = {l + it)kt-i 

E.(vt) = [Es(yt)-p + (atlt)-p + (btkt-lr<'}-1/p 

Es{yt) = 
'jt) Tt 

with οο>λ>0,ΐ/<1,ρ>0,ε>1. 

APPENDIX Β 
Wage and price determination 

The first-order condition for wage implies 

E.(yt) 1 (wt λ""1 Es(yt) 1 _ 
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Denoting τ = 'l^v~l>> we get: 

The first-order condition for prices implies 

 1 1 (wt I -  YdEs(yt) I -  , h Λ x£.(yt) - -  , h Λ- λ 1 Ι (  wt' 
1 - 
dEs(yt)  Ό =  I -  Ut I -  , h Λ - -  , h Λ- Ι pt  1 - õ  · 

at v ' Pt ) dpt Pt Pt' atj dpt õ 

Knowing that 
dEs(yt) _ dEs{yt)  - _ - 

fcTTj 
dpt Pt 

and multiplying both sides by pt it comes: 

1 1 fwt Y d < 'Pt x1/ WA d 

Solving for pt leads to: 

which gives the mark-up rule: 

APPENDIX C 
Short-run equilibrium unemployment 

Solving 
- = τ + wt 
Pt 

Γ 1 1 Γ wt 
Pt = 1 +  τ  -, - 

for 7if leads to: 

ε I at'v ) at' 
Using the output expression, we have: 

V~tP = (*tlSt)-p + (btkt-i)-p + 4v~tP, 
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which gives: 

= ι l-< V1/p) Vt = 
{(atin-P + ibtkt-!)-') 

' 

Knowing that ut = 1 - ^/(α*/*) an(* denoting gt = 1 - btkt-i / fatlf , we find 
the unemployment rate at time s as: 

ν ι +(!-&)-' ; 
Knowing that dt = yt/(bth-i)> we find the degree of utilisation of capital: 

. Λ-7[ΐ + (^)(^-ΐ)-(^/°«)]"^(Ι/Ρ) dt . = 
{ i + d-ft)' J 

· 

APPENDIX D 
Investment determination 

The first-order condition for capital for s > t implies 

_9Φ_ Es(Ut) dEs{yt) 
dit-! E3(yt) dkt-i 

Knowingthat dEs{yt)/dkt-' - π^ Es(yt)/kt-i and multiplying both sides by 
kt-i/Xy we get: 

dzj-i λ Pt ' at J 

Using the law of motion of capital we find: 

*,_,«*_ 
dit-i 

= fct^ dit 
+ nLE.(ut) λ 9+ 'ps{yt) [Pt 

L 
' 

- 00) atj 
- kt-MU)] J 

e. 
dit-i dit λ [Pt ' atj J 

Summing over s it comes: 
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Finally, using the definition of profit we find 

*a|f = T λ Σ [*?Ea(Ut) + *>Ea(Vt) + (it- l)*t-i»(it)] θ*-8. 
°%s λ t=s+i 

APPENDIX Ε 
Steady state 

The steady state ( Φ (0) = 0 and Ψ'(Ο) = 1) implies for the investment equation: 
oo oo 

t=s+l t=s+l 

Using ΣΖβ+ι θ$~1 = l/r we have: 

rk = 
ttp'jU + v' 

a v 'p ) 

ρ ' a) 
w - = r + w 
Ρ 

επά 'w ρ 1 ( w 'H P = Ί^Τΐ[^--α-Λ^-ω) 
ρ 

J- 
Computing the value of V and U leads to 

V - yT- au 

V a a) 

Replacing U and V by their value, we find 

Vau ' a a)' 
w - = r + ω 
Ρ 

επά ïw ρ 1 (w λ Η 
P " 

£7Td-l [^ 
~ 

λα ^ V ~P 
~ 

/ J 
' 
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Replacing w/p by its value gives: 

«-m - "[£+ι-ϊ<τΗ 
επά - 1 [α λα ι/ J 

Using y/fc = 6(πρ)1/ρ, we may solve the system for πρ and nd : 

/i ' ,_i'p/(p+i) 

(r i[:(H+-:] 
/i ' 

) 
π< _ ΐΓ1 

ει 
+ :(ΐ_Λ_ϊ|-. α Vi/ J a' ει α Vi/ J a' 

Using the definition 

*-H(H-s] 
we may now compute the equilibrium unemployment rate and the equilibrium 
d: 

d = (wv) 

APPENDIX F 
Dynamics 

The dynamic behaviour of the system is given by the two following equations: 

*t - (l+ft)fct_i 

k™ 
oit-i 

= £E.(Ut)9+fE.(yt)L-*)9 λ Pt ' at J oit-i λ Pt ' at J 

-kt-i(j£{-it-l) + 9(itfy 
which are the accumulation rule and the first-order condition for investment. 
Using qs = |^, multiplying both sides by l/0fct_i, using E3(yt)/kt-i = 
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b (π^1/^ and the values of Es(Ut) and Es(Vt) implied by the price and wage 
formation, it comes: 

Akt = {h)kt-i 

Using the fact that, by definition, 

fct-i 

and that nf = dpt , the dynamic system becomes: 

Δ* = -{it){dt-dpt+l) 
Aqt = (r~it)qt^-^+1Wb+<a(it). 

The linearization around the steady state leads to 

,*W . -. W,,,-te)-M (32) 
' ft / V -73 1 + 72 / ' 9t-i - 1 / 

with 

1 

73 = r(p+l). 

The roots of the characteristic equation are: 

x 1 1 , 72- >/72 +47ι73 λ 1 , , 72 4- χ/72 + 47i73 Ai x = 1 1 4- ,  A2 λ = 1 , + ,  
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